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Abstract  

Background: To well control the pandemic of COVID-19, herd immunity should be achieved. 

However, people, especially those with better physical conditions (e.g., young adults), may not 

accept COVID-19 vaccines. Understanding university students’ willingness or reluctance to 

uptake COVID-19 vaccination is important. 

Aim: This study aimed to examine the psychometric properties of the DrVac-COVID19S, an 

instrument that helps assess motivations/drivers of COVID-19 vaccination uptake among 

university students.  

Research design and methods: Using convenience sampling and cross-sectional design, 

university students (930 from Taiwan [38.0% males] and 1,244 from Ghana [63.3% males]) 

completed the DrVac-COVID19S using an online survey (Taiwanese students) or paper-and-pen 

method (Ghanaian students). Rasch analysis was used to examine the psychometric properties of 

the DrVac-COVID19S.   

Results: All 12 items in the DrVac-COVID19S had a satisfactory fit in the Rasch models (infit 

MnSq=0.74 to 1.49; outfit MnSq=0.72 to 1.42). Moreover, the seven-point Likert scale used in 

the DrVac-COVID19S demonstrated monotonically increasing in their difficulties, which 

indicated the ordered category. Additionally, no differential item functioning was displayed in 

the DrVacCOVID-19S across Taiwanese and Ghanaian students.  

Conclusions: The DrVacCOVID-19S has good psychometric features to help healthcare 

providers assess individuals’ (especially university students) motivations or drivers to get the 

COVID-19 vaccination.  

 

Keywords: COVID-19; Rasch; psychometric testing; vaccine hesitancy; vaccination uptake 
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1.0.  Introduction 

 Acute pneumonia coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was first identified in late 2019 

in China and has made a devastating impact worldwide [1-2]. The World Health Organization 

(WHO) declared COVID-19 a pandemic and later provided associated instructions and clinical 

management for its detection, treatment, prevention, and control strategies [3]. Additionally, 

clinical guidelines have been developed to maximize community protection and prevent possible 

spreading, such as wearing a mask, staying 6 feet from others, and getting vaccinated [4].  

Vaccination has been considered one of the most reliable and cost-effective public health 

interventions over the years [5-6]. Based on early estimates of COVID-19’s infectiousness, herd 

protection can be achieved if at least 70% of the population gets infected or gets a protective 

vaccine to be immune [7]. Hence, the uptake rate of COVID-19 vaccination is the key to 

preventing further outbreaks [8]. However, vaccine hesitancy continues to be a pressing problem 

and was listed as a top ten threat to the health of the global population [9]. Therefore, 

understanding individuals’ underlying attitudes and considerations regarding COVID-19 

vaccination is extremely important to promoting the uptake of the COVID-19 vaccine, especially 

for young adults, given they usually have good physical health and are likely to refuse 

vaccination uptake [10]. Furthermore, misinformation about the COVID-19 vaccine has been 

increasingly prevalent throughout the pandemic [11-13]. For example, some misinformation 

mentions that young adults, including university students, are less likely to contract COVID-

19 and less likely to experience severe symptoms, possibly contributing to the university 

population’s low vaccination rate [14]. 

The COVID-19 Vaccination Acceptance Scale (DrVac-COVID19S, also known as the 

Motors of COVID-19 Vaccination Acceptance Scale; MoVac-COVID19S) was developed by 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/coronavirus-disease-2019
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/coronavirus-disease-2019
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adapting the Motors of Influenza Vaccination Acceptance Scale (MoVac-Flu Scale) [15] to 

assess individuals’ attitudes and considerations concerning COVID-19 vaccination uptake [16]. 

The survey was used to measure constructs rather than particular items; therefore,  it is important 

to know whether the items and the underlying structure within the DrVac-COVID19S largely 

influence test scores and research conclusions. The preliminary psychometric properties 

examination results supported satisfactory internal consistency, and item structure corresponded 

with the cognitive model of empowerment (CME); that is, four traits (value, impact, knowledge, 

and autonomy) are found in the DrVac-COVID19S [17]. In addition, it has excellent known-

group validity [16]. More specifically, the enrolled participants with higher compliance to 

preventive COVID-19 behaviors had significantly higher DrVac-COVID19S scores than those 

with lower compliance to preventive behaviors [16]. Further, the measurement invariance across 

countries (Taiwan vs. China), gender (male vs. female), and participants’ college majors (health-

related vs. non-health-related) has established that the different subgroups interpreted items 

similarly [18]. In order words, the items of the DrVac-COVID19S were found to be equivalent 

across three different subgroups. The confirmatory factor analysis results also showed that 

DrVac-COVID19S has a four-factor structure (i.e., values, impacts, knowledge, and autonomy) 

identifying individuals’ vaccination acceptance [18].  

Although strong psychometric properties of the DrVac-COVID19S have been established 

[16, 18], an extensive evaluation of the psychometric properties with the modern test theory, 

Rasch analysis, has never been examined. The Rasch model is a probabilistic model, which 

estimates the participants’ characteristics and the item difficulty [19]. It has been extensively 

used in assessment development in health-related research, as it enlightens a mechanism to 

optimize test items [20].  
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There are two fundamental assumptions when applying the Rasch model. First, a person 

with more ability would always have a higher possibility of passing any test items than someone 

with less ability. Second, a test item considered harder would be perceived harder by any person 

than a test item that is considered easier. Based on these assumptions, the Rasch model linearly 

transforms the raw scores into interval measures, and the enrolled subjects and test items can be 

scaled along a single linear latent continuum so that the person’s characteristics (in this case, 

participants’ attitude and consideration for COVID-19 vaccination) and item difficulty can be 

compared. As a result, Rasch analysis is increasingly recognized as a more powerful examination 

of item and scale performance, which can inform clinical decision-making [21]. Moreover, the 

Rasch model features a sample-free model [22] because the outcome of the Rasch analysis is 

governed only by the person’s ability and the item’s difficulty. In this regard, even though the 

current study only examined the DrVac-COVID19S on university students, the findings can be 

generalized to nonstudents due to the sample-free principle. 

Therefore, the current study aimed to examine the psychometric properties of the DrVac-

COVID19S scale further using Rasch analysis on university students in two regions (i.e., Taiwan 

and Ghana). Specific aims of the study were to (1) examine the scale structure and functioning 

based on the four latent traits (i.e., Values, Impacts, Knowledge, and Autonomy); (2) examine 

the unidimensionality to confirm construct validity; (3) examine person response validity to 

ensure subjects targeting; (4) examine the differentiate item function to detect evaluation bias 

across subpopulations; and (5) access the criterion-related validity. 

 

2.0.  Methods 

2.1.  Participants and Study Procedures 
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 Taiwanese and Ghanaian students were the target participants in the present study 

because the Taiwanese authorities rapidly introduced a range of policies to effectively control the 

spread of COVID-19 in the early pandemic stage [13]; similarly, Ghana activated several 

activities in the early stage of the pandemic to help reduce the spread of COVID-19 [23-24]. 

Therefore, it is important for Taiwanese and Ghanaian citizens to increase their willingness to 

take COVID-19 vaccination to avoid further serious COVID-19 outbreaks.  

The study participants were students from the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science 

and Technology (KNUST) in Ghana and several universities in Taiwan. At KNUST, permission 

was sought from department heads and respective lecturers whose class was used for the data 

collection. The prospective participants were informed about the purpose of the study and their 

rights and ethical considerations (to withdraw anytime time without any consequence, 

confidentiality, anonymity, etc.) involved with responding to the questionnaires. Specifically, the 

lecturers disseminated the survey information to the students before the end of a class. Those 

interested in this study used some time to complete the survey using the paper-and-pencil 

method. Hence, only participants who were available and willing to participate in the study 

responded to the questionnaire. Moreover, given that English is Ghana’s official language, the 

Ghanaian participants completed the English survey (see Appendix A for detailed item contents). 

This procedure was repeatedly used to collect 1,244 (out of 1,500) questionnaires across several 

departments and schools in the university between January 25 to March 12, 2021. 

In Taiwan, data were collected from university students using Google Forms. Information 

about the study was promulgated by departments and faculties of several Taiwan universities. 

When a participant begins the Google Forms, detailed information regarding the study purpose 

and the participant’s rights is clearly described on the first page. The online survey questions are 
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only readable after the participant hits the agree icon to express their willingness to participate. 

 The data were collected between January 5 and February 5, 2021, with 924 out of 932 

questionnaires collected. Eight were excluded due to inadequate responses but were used for the 

analysis. Moreover, given that traditional Chinese is Taiwan’s official language, the Taiwanese 

participants completed the traditional Chinese survey (see Appendix A for detailed item 

contents). The English DrVac-COVID19S was translated into traditional Chinese using the 

standard translation procedure, including forward translation, back translation, and pretests.  

Informed consent (paper and e-copy for Ghanaians and Taiwanese, respectively) was 

signed before the data collection. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) of the Kaohsiung Medical University Chung-Ho Memorial Hospital (IRB ref: KMUHIRB-

EXEMPT(I)-20200119) and Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (IRB ref: 

CHRPE/AP/283/21).  

 

2.2.  Measurement 

2.21.  DrVac-COVID19S 

The DrVac-COVID19S has a solid theoretical background as it was adapted from the 

well-developed MoVac-Flu Scale [15], which is based on the Cognitive Model of Empowerment 

(CME) [17]. The main contents of the DrVac-COVID19S and the MoVac-Flu Scale remained 

the same. The only change made was switching the word “flu” to “COVID-19” in test items. 

DrVac-COVID19S consists of 12 items and are rated with a 7-point Likert scale. These 12 items 

correspond to the CME model: Values (Items 3, 6, and 8), Impacts (Items 1, 4, and 12), 

Knowledge (Items 2, 5, and 10), and Autonomy (Items 7, 9, and 11). Items in each domain were 
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added up as a domain sum score. A higher score indicates a higher acceptance of the COVID-19 

vaccine. 

The CME assumed that empowerment should be viewed as an innate drive that urges 

people to engage in purposeful behaviors. Additionally, these drives arise from four distinct 

cognitive processes: Values, Impacts, Knowledge, and Autonomy. In the specific case of DrVac-

COVID19S, these four components should be considered: (1) University students’ consideration 

of the purposes of the vaccine uptake and their feeling of the value of this behavior; (2) 

University students’ belief that the COVID-19 vaccine uptake behavior would make a difference 

to achieve its purpose (i.e., avoid infection transmission, decrease serious symptoms, etc.); (3) 

University students’ comprehension of information and knowledge about the COVID-19 vaccine 

uptake, or the belief that they have sufficient knowledge regarding COVID-19 vaccine uptake; 

and (4) University students’ feelings of free choice to uptake the COVID-19 vaccine or the belief 

that the initiation of the COVID-19 uptake behavior is self-determined. 

2.22.  Other assessment 

Two questions were used to investigate the participants’ willingness to uptake the 

COVID-19 vaccine. The first question, “When a COVID-19 vaccine becomes available, will you 

get vaccinated?” was rated with a 4-point Likert-type scale, with 1= Definitely not willing, 2= 

Not sure, 3= If my doctor recommends it for me, I will get it, and 4= Definitely willing. The 

score for the second question, “Please rate the current level of your willingness to receive a 

COVID-19 vaccine,” ranged from 1-10, with 1 = very low and 10 = very high. 

2.23 Demographic survey 

The demographic survey asked participants to provide their gender, age, educational level, 

and marital status. 
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2.3.  Data Analysis 

Rasch analyses were used to examine the DrVac-COVID19S’ functioning, test 

unidimensionality, assess person-response validity, and differentiate item function (DIF) across 

subgroups (i.e., country and gender). Previous studies have identified that the four-trait-factor 

model outperformed the one-trait-factor model [16, 18]; thus, the four domains were examined 

separately in Rasch analysis in the current study. 

In the scale functioning, the 7-point Likert scale was examined to ensure sufficient 

subjects (i.e., over 10) participated in each rating category. Also, we examined if the average 

calibrations for each rating level advanced monotonically. Last, we examined the outfit mean 

squares (MnSq) as it is more sensitive to unexpected observations/outliers, and it should be less 

than 2. 

Second, the test unidimensionality of the DrVac-COVID19S was examined with the 

goodness-of-fit statistics for the four-factor structures (i.e., values, impacts, knowledge, and 

autonomy). According to the Rasch measurement model’s expectations, the fit analysis examines 

how well the data align with those additive measures. The infit MnSq should be 0.5 to 1.5 with a 

standardized mean square score (Zstd) between -2 to +2 [25]. If mean square statistics are 

acceptable, the Zstd can be ignored because mean squares near 1 indicate little distortion of the 

scoring system, regardless of the Zstd value. However, if an infit MnSq >1.5 suggests a deviation 

from unidimensionality, it should be concerned with the scale [19]. Rasch analysis can also be 

used to investigate the hierarchy of items in DrVac-COVID19S. 

Additionally, we examined the person-response validity to see how well the enrolled 

subjects fit the model’s expectation. The criteria were set as the infit and outfit MnSq between 
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0.5 to 1.5 associated with a Zstd between -2 to +2. We expected that 95% of the enrolled subjects 

would have acceptable infit statistics to confirm the person-response validity [26], which 

indicated that the DrVac-COVID19S was used in subjects with an appropriate range of 

individuals’ attitudes and considerations in getting the COVID-19 vaccination. Also, the ceiling 

and floor effects were examined to see if any extreme values may detract from the reliability of 

the DrVac-COVID19S. If more than 15% of the total students achieved the maximum or 

minimum possible scores, this result was considered a ceiling effect and floor effect, respectively 

[27].  

Further, we adopted the Differentiate Item Function (DIF) analysis to detect the potential 

interaction between subgroups (i.e., country and gender), which may cause underlying bias in 

test items [19]. DIF was checked if subjects from different countries (i.e., Taiwan vs. Ghana) or 

with different gender (i.e., male vs. female) possessed the same latent vaccination attitude and 

considerations but did not have the same probability of endorsing the DrVac-COVID19S test 

items. A significant interaction between variables would suggest that the test item was measuring 

an additional construct in one of the groups that might not be relevant to the intended construct 

of the measurement. It is generally accepted to have no more than one item in a scale, or 5% of 

the total items, which would demonstrate DIF to support unidimensionality [19, 28]. As DrVac-

COVID19S is a relatively short questionnaire with only 12 items, we expected that there would 

be no DIF on any of the 12 items across the subgroups. DIF contrasts less than 0.5 logit is 

considered negligible; contrasts between 0.5 to 1 logit can be considered moderate; and contrasts 

over 1 as substantial, indicating that the DIF contrasts are statistically significant [26].  

Last, we also examined the concurrent validity for the DrVac-COVID19S with the two 

vaccination willingness questions. Spearman correlation coefficient was used due to the nature of 
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the ordinal scales. The criteria were set at 0.1 to 0.3 = weak correlation; 0.4 to 0.7= moderate 

correlation; > 0.7= strong correlation [29-30]. 

Facets Version 3.83.6 was used to perform the Rasch analysis. SPSS version 27 was used 

to produce demographic-descriptive statistics and examine criterion-related validity. 

 

3.0.  Results 

The participants included 930 Taiwanese university students [mean age (SD) = 25.39 

(6.46); 353 (38.0%) males] and 1,244 Ghanaian university students [mean age (SD) = 20.33 

(1.74); 787 (63.3%) males]. The majority of them were single (82.2% Taiwanese and 90.6% 

Ghanaian). Table 1 presents the participants’ demographic details. Further, except for item two (I 

know very well how vaccination protects me from the COVID-19), Taiwanese students had 

higher average scores for all other DrVac-COVID19S items than Ghanaian students. Nine out of 

12 (75%) DrVacCOVID-19S item scores significantly differed between Taiwanese and 

Ghanaian datasets.  

[Insert Table 1 here] 

The Rasch results showed that DrVacCOVID-19S had sufficient subjects (i.e., over 10) 

for each rating category for all items, which allowed precise estimation of step calibration in its 

adjacent categories. Also, all items had average measures advance monotonically with the seven-

level Likert scale. Besides, all the test items had outfit MnSq less than the cut-off criteria of 2. 

Detailed average measures across rating categories are presented in Table 2. 

Additionally, the results showed that all the corresponding items in the respective 

domains fitted well to the Rasch expectation with acceptable values of MnSq and Zstd (Table 2). 

These findings confirmed the unidimensionality and supported the construct validity of the 
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DrVacCOVID-19S. The most difficult items in each domain were: “It is important that I get the 

COVID-19 jab” (Values), “Getting the COVID-19 jab has a positive influence on my health” 

(Impacts), “How the COVID-19 jab works to protect my health is a mystery to me” (Knowledge, 

reversed), and “I get the COVID-19 jab only because I am required to do so” (Autonomy, 

reversed). The measure logits ranged from -.40 to .26. Table 2 offers additional details. 

The person-response validity analysis demonstrated that among the 2,174 participants, 

2,052 (94.4%), 2,036 (93.7%), 2,013 (92.6%), and 2,038 (93.7%) had acceptable goodness-of-fit 

to the Rasch model in the Values, Impacts, Knowledge, and Autonomy domains, respectively, 

which were close to the criteria of 95%. Furthermore, when closely scrutinizing the actual 

pattern of rating for the DrVacCOVID-19S items, no ceiling effects (range 4.0% to 10.6%) or 

floor effects (range 0.9% to 2.5%) were found in the four subdomains. These results indicated 

that the DrVacCOVID-19S items were well targeted to the enrolled students’ attitudes and 

considerations in getting the COVID-19 vaccination. 

There was no significant DIF in any of the items within the DrVacCOVID-19S relative to 

either country or gender. The contrasts for each domain were -.11 to .18 (Values), -.27 to .23 

(Impacts), -.33 to .26 (Knowledge), and -.17 to .14 (Autonomy) for the country variable (i.e., 

Taiwan vs. Ghana). In addition, the contrasts were -.15 to .09 (Values), -.08 to .14 (Impact), -.21 

to .15 (Knowledge), and -.03 to .01 (Autonomy) for the gender variable (i.e., male vs. female). 

[Insert Table 2 here] 

The Spearman correlation between the DrVacCOVID-19S and the two vaccine 

willingness items indicated moderate correlation in Values (r = .476 to .517, p<0.001) and 

Impacts (r = .505 to .524, p<0.001) domains. In other words, individuals with higher Values or 

Impacts scores at the DrVacCOVID-19S would have a higher willingness to receive a COVID-
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19 vaccine. Also, the Knowledge domain weakly correlates (r = .281 to .298) with vaccination 

willingness. There was no relationship between the Autonomy domain and individuals’ 

vaccination willingness. 

[Insert Table 3 here] 

 

4.0. Discussion 

Despite scientists’ extensive efforts to achieve successful COVID-19 vaccines, a major 

obstruction has been observed towards the approved COVID-19 vaccination [31]. The low rate 

of COVID-19 vaccine acceptance has been considered a challenge [32-33]. Therefore, more 

studies are needed to address vaccine hesitancy, especially in the Middle East and North Africa, 

Sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern Europe, Central Asia, and Middle and South America [33]. 

Therefore, healthcare providers and policymakers need information that addresses the underlying 

considerations and hesitancy about the COVID-19 vaccination.  

Furthermore, misinformation that young adults, including university students, are less 

likely to contract COVID-19 and less likely to experience severe symptoms has become 

increasingly prevalent throughout the pandemic, possibly attributing to the university 

population’s low vaccination rate[14]. However, recent facts have shown that university students 

experienced protracted complications post-COVID [34] and are still at risk for long COVID [34-

35].  

Additionally, findings showed that university students’ intention to uptake the COVID-19 

vaccine was positively associated with the estimated social norms, so they feel accepted among 

peers [36]. Therefore, more efforts and actions should be taken to recognize and address factors 

possibly influencing university students’ vaccination hesitation, which could have long-term 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/coronavirus-disease-2019
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consequences on their health and education [37]. Creating and applying any survey must start 

with a theoretical foundation about the variables of interest, followed by rigorous procedures to 

evaluate how well the test items measure the chosen variables based on the theory [20]. The 

current study validated the psychometric properties of the DrVacCOVID-19S, which was 

developed according to the theoretical framework of CME. The Rasch results affirmed that the 

DrVacCOVID-19S has sound properties in its scale functioning, unidimensionality, item 

targeting, differentiate item functioning, and criterion validity. Thus, it provides a great tool to 

identify university students’ concerns and the underlying obstacles preventing them from taking 

the vaccine. Furthermore, the four factors based on the CME allow healthcare providers, 

educators, or researchers to further develop associate programs to address the concerns identified 

by the DrVacCOVID-19S. 

The Rasch analysis showed that all the items advanced monotonically in relation to the 

other items in the respective domains of DrVacCOVID-19S. Furthermore, all items 

demonstrated acceptable goodness-of-fit in the student population. The finding of 

unidimensionality of the four domains (i.e., Values, Impacts, Knowledge, and Autonomy) was 

consistent with previous study reports that there are four trait factors within the DrVacCOVID-

19S [18]. 

The person response validity results showed no ceiling and flooring effects, which 

validated that the DrVacCOVID-19S items were well-targeted to the students’ attitudes and 

consideration regarding the COVID-19 vaccine. However, the enrolled participants’ goodness of 

fit was slightly less than the expected criteria of 95%. In other words, over 5% of students in this 

study were misfit participants who had unpredictable responses aligning with the difficulty of the 

items according to the Rasch model [38]. Although the goodness of fit statistics provided the 
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information needed to determine whether the participants idiosyncratically missed the easier 

items unexpectedly or passed the more difficult items accidentally, the underlying mechanism 

was unknown [39]. A previous study suggested that researchers place harsher expectations on the 

goodness of fit statistics to items rather than to enrolled participants [40], as the main focus of 

the assessment validation circles on the test items within a scale. Therefore, the current person 

response validity (92.6% - 94.4%) was slightly less than expected but still acceptable.  

The result of no DIF relative to country and gender indicated that vaccination attitude and 

considerations might be regarded as similar across Taiwanese and Ghanaian students and male 

and female subgroups. In addition, the Rasch results were consistent with the measurement 

invariance analyses conducted with confirmatory factor analysis that regions (i.e., Taiwan vs. 

China), gender (male vs. female), and study majors (health-related vs. non-health related) did not 

exhibit significant variances across subgroups [18].  

The analyses of the criterion validity of the DrVacCOVID-19S showed a weak to a 

moderate relationship with participants’ willingness for vaccine uptake, which was consistent 

with Guidry et al.’s findings [41]. They explored the relationships between psychosocial 

predictors of willingness to get a COVID-19 vaccine. The results showed that if participants 

perceived the vaccine’s positive value and understood its importance and impacts, they would be 

more willing to take a COVID-19 vaccine [41]. Therefore, the current study results further 

support the concurrent validity of the DrVacCOVID-19S.  

With the psychometric findings supporting the use of the DrVacCOVID-19S, this may 

resolve the low vaccination rate in Taiwan (Taiwan expects to have a 60% coverage while only 

30% had the first vaccine by the end of July) [42]. The DrVacCOVID-19S may thus help the 

Taiwan authorities to widen increases in the vaccination rates appreciably. Furthermore, the 
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DrVacCOVID-19S can help us understand the underlying reasons for unwillingness to uptake 

vaccines and devise appropriate programs to improve willingness.  

Moreover, the misinformation about some vaccines (e.g., AstraZeneca’s vaccine) may 

slow down the vaccination uptake rate in Africa [43-44] or make people hesitate to uptake 

vaccines. Therefore, the DrVacCOVID-19S may provide in-depth information to guide 

policymakers in determining whether they should improve their citizens’ vaccine literacy.  

4.1. Limitations and Recommendation for Future Study 

The enrolled participants consisted of a convenience sample from university student 

populations. Hence, the generalization of the findings should be limited to the university student 

population as other populations might possess different traits of values, impact, knowledge, and 

autonomy toward the COVID-19 vaccine. Although the Rasch model posits the sample-free 

feature, this cannot guarantee that the psychometric findings from the Rasch model can be totally 

generalized to a population that has not been investigated. Therefore, future studies are still 

needed to explore the psychometric properties with other populations to increase the applicability 

of the DrVacCOVID-19S. Similarly, the generalizability issue should be cautious for the ethnic 

populations. Specifically, additional psychometric evidence for other countries is needed. 

Also, the consistency of person response scoring patterns remains questionable in the 

current sample. We suggest future studies continue monitoring person response validity across 

different groups of participants to ensure that DrVacCOVID-19S is a viable way of assessing the 

concerns and attitudes surrounding the uptake of the COVID-19 vaccine in various students. 

Additionally, our study showed that certain university student sub-groups, such as medical 

students, students who uptake a flu vaccination in the previous year, and students with more 

concerns about the COVID-19 vaccine, would have higher vaccination intention [45]. However, 
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we did not collect the students’ majors in the current study, so no DIF analysis can be performed 

to confirm whether there might be a potential item function difference among university 

students’ majors. Future studies should consider student majors and further examine the 

assessment properties with this component.  

Next, the study found that university students used multiple sources to learn about 

COVID-19 vaccines, including health agencies, mass media, and personal social networks [46]. 

Further studies can investigate how the different information sources might play a role in 

students’ attitudes and concerns for the COVID-19 vaccine uptake.  

Last, two administration forms (online survey vs. paper survey) were used in this study. 

Previous studies showed that online and paper-based surveys differ in response rate and cost 

[47]. Additionally, the paper survey was linked to enable participants to report higher health 

concerns and negative attitudes when the demographic characteristics were controlled [48]. 

Therefore, the different administration forms can potentially influence the results of the study. 

Future studies can consider using a single administration mode to reduce the potential bias.  

  

4.2.  Conclusion 

 The present study showed that the DrVacCOVID-19S had good psychometric features to 

help healthcare providers assess individuals’ (especially university students) motivations or 

drivers to get the COVID-19 vaccination. Furthermore, given that the COVID-19 pandemic 

remains serious worldwide, governments and authorities should prioritize the achievement of 

herd immunity. Appropriate policies can be launched with tools like the DrVacCOVID-19S to 

deal with vaccine hesitancy among university students and help reach herd immunity globally.  
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Appendix A. Drivers of COVID-19 Vaccination Acceptance Scale. 

English version (Items underlined are reverse-coded items) for Ghanaian  

1. Vaccination is a very effective way to protect me against the COVID-19. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 

 

2. I know very well how vaccination protects me from the COVID-19. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 

 

3. It is important that I get the COVID-19 jab. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 
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4. Vaccination greatly reduces my risk of catching COVID-19. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 

 

5. I understand how the flu jab helps my body fight the COVID-19 virus. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 

 

6. The COVID-19 jab plays an important role in protecting my life and that of others. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 
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7. I feel under pressure to get the COVID-19 jab. 

     Strongly disagree (7) 

     Disagree (6) 

     Slightly disagree (5) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (3) 

     Agree (2) 

     Strongly agree (1) 

 

8. The contribution of the COVID-19 jab to my health and well-being is very important. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 

 

9. I can choose whether to get a COVID-19 jab or not. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 

 

10. How the COVID-19 jab works to protect my health is a mystery to me. 
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     Strongly disagree (7) 

     Disagree (6) 

     Slightly disagree (5) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (3) 

     Agree (2) 

     Strongly agree (1) 

 

11. I get the COVID-19 jab only because I am required to do so. 

     Strongly disagree (7) 

     Disagree (6) 

     Slightly disagree (5) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (3) 

     Agree (2) 

     Strongly agree (1) 

 

12. Getting the COVID-19 jab has a positive influence on my health. 

     Strongly disagree (1) 

     Disagree (2) 

     Slightly disagree (3) 

     Neither disagree nor agree (4) 

     Slightly agree (5) 

     Agree (6) 

     Strongly agree (7) 

 

Traditional Chinese version (Items underlined are reverse-coded items) for Taiwanese 

1.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 
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     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

2.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

3.「注 注 注 注 ，注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 
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     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

4.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

5.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

6.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 
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     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

7.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (7) 

     注 注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注  (1) 

 

8.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 
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     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

9.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

10.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 ，注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (7) 

     注 注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注  (1) 

 

11.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (7) 

     注 注 注 注  (6) 
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     注 注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注  (1) 

 

12.「注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注 。」 

     注 注 注 注 注  (1) 

     注 注 注 注  (2) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注  (3) 

     注 注 注 注 注 注 注 注  (4) 

     注 注 注 注 注  (5) 

     注 注 注  (6) 

     注 注 注 注  (7) 

 

 

 




